Biochemical characterization of the chondroitinase ABC I active site
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INTRODUCTION

GalAGs (galactosaminoglycans) are one of the four classes of structurally complex polysaccharides called GAGs (glycosaminoglycans) [1]. GalAGs are composed of disaccharide repeat units of uronic acid [IdoA (α-L-iduronic acid) or GlcA (β-D-glucuronic acid)] (1 → 3) linked to GalNAc (N-acetyl-D-galactosamine). These basic disaccharide units (Figure 1) are linearly associated via β-(1 → 4) linkages to form polymers of CS (chondroitin sulphate) or DS (dermatan sulphate). The uronic acids in CS are exclusively GlcA; with DS, epimerization at the C-5 position of the uronic acid moiety during biosynthesis results in a mixture of IdoA and GlcA epimers. Biosynthesis of CS and DS also involves sulphation of the sugar backbone at various positions, which generates diversity in their oligosaccharide sequences. CS is commonly O-sulphated at the C-4 of the galactosamine [C4S (chondroitin-4-sulphate) or CSA] or the C-6 of the galactosamine [C6S (chondroitin-6-sulphate) or CSC]. Other rare modifications in CS, such as 2-O- or 3-O-sulphation of the GlcA moiety, have also been reported [2,3]. In the case of DS, O-sulphation at C-4 of GalNAc is a common modification; O-sulphation at C-6 of GalNAc and C-2 of the IdoA also occur, but with less frequency.

Due to their ubiquitous presence on the cell surface and in the extracellular matrix, GalAGs interact with a wide variety of proteins such as growth factors, chemokines, lipoproteins and enzymes in the extracellular environment. These interactions play critical roles in modulating the function of the protein [4,5]. DS is known to bind with thrombin [6] and activated protein C [7] to influence anti-coagulation; collagen [8], fibronectin [9–11] and tenascin-X [12] to stabilize the extracellular matrix; transforming growth factor-β [13,14] to regulate growth; and hepatocyte growth factor/scatter factor [15,16] to spur cellular proliferation and organogenesis. It is becoming increasingly evident that there is sequence-specificity in GalAG–protein interactions in terms of the precise modifications in the chemical structure of GalAGs that bind with high affinity to a given protein [17,18]. Manipulation of GAG chemical structure has been shown to promote anti-tumour activities, inhibiting angiogenesis and tumour metastasis [19]. Modification of CS-containing proteoglycans has been observed in a variety of human cancers including those of the colon [20,21], blood [21] and larynx [22]. Defined GalAG oligosaccharides are also being developed as therapeutics for blood coagulation disorders [23,24]. Thus the characterization of structure–function relationships of GalAGs is important for understanding their biological roles.

The structural characterization of complex acidic polysaccharides, like GAGs, is a challenging task. Due to their complex non-template-based biosynthesis, it has been difficult to develop methodologies to obtain sufficient material containing pure GAG oligosaccharides. Furthermore, the chemical heterogeneity and highly acidic nature of GAGs have complicated their analysis. Despite these challenges, significant advances have been made in the development of methodologies for sequencing biochemically important GAGs [25]. These techniques involve the precise depolymerization of GAGs at specific linkages and analysis of the resulting fragments using sensitive analytical methods such as MS and CE (capillary electrophoresis) [26]. Various microorganisms express GAG-depolymerizing polysaccharide lyases. Mechanistically, these lyases degrade their
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substrates via a β-elimination reaction that generates products with an unsaturated 4,5-bond on the uronic acid at the site of cleavage. Extensive biochemical characterization of the activity and substrate specificity of some of these enzymes, such as the heparinases, have successfully enabled their utilization as tools for the structural characterization of HSGAGs (heparin and heparan sulphate GAGs) [25,27].

Having extensively characterized the heparinases, we focused on the cloning, expression and characterization of the GaLaG-depolymerizing enzymes. The GaLaG lyases include cAC (chondroitinase AC) (EC 4.2.2.5) and cB (chondroitinase B) from *P. hepaurinus*, and cABC I (chondroitinase ABC I) and cABC II (EC 4.2.2.4) from *Proteus vulgaris*. cAC shows activity against C4S and C6S, cB cleaves DS as its sole substrate. cABC I and cABC II process a variety of substrates including C4S, C6S, DS and hyaluronan. Particularly striking is the ability of these broad substrate specificity enzymes (cABC I and II) to process GaLaGs containing either of the uronic acid epimers. We have already cloned and recombinantly expressed cB and cAC from *P. hepaurinus* [28]. Unlike the heparinases, there is abundant structural information available on the chondroitinases. Co-crystal structures of cB with the disaccharide reaction products and cAC with different CS and DS substrates have been solved [29,30]. These co-crystal structures provided a framework to design site-directed mutagenesis experiments to obtain a detailed understanding of the role of the active site residues and ionic interactions (such as Ca<sup>2+</sup> in the case of cB) in the catalytic mechanism and substrate specificity of these enzymes [30,31,35].

The biological significance of cABC has been demonstrated in studies that have utilized this enzyme for functional recovery through nerve regeneration following spinal cord injury, thus offering a potential treatment strategy for an unmet medical condition [32]. We recently cloned and recombinantly expressed cABC I from *P. vulgaris* [33]. We also completed a preliminary biochemical characterization of this enzyme [33], which involved mutating to alanine the four structurally conserved amino acid residues (His-501, Tyr-508, Arg-560 and Glu-653) that were identified in the cABC I crystal structure studies [34]. Our observation that all four mutants were inactive towards both CS and DS substrates suggested that these residues could potentially be part of the enzyme’s catalytic machinery. In the present study, we systematically engineered conservative and non-conservative site-directed mutants of the putative catalytic amino acids and analysed the activity of these mutants using both short-term kinetic assays and overnight end-point product formation assays. Additionally, we modelled structural complexes of cABC I with CS and DS substrates, providing a framework to guide our mutagenesis studies and to further develop a chemical context for enzyme activity. These structural complexes were constructed by molecular docking of substrates into the proposed active site of the enzyme, modelled using the cABC I crystal structure [34].

**EXPERIMENTAL**

**Materials**

Porcine intestinal mucosa DS (average molecular mass 35 000 Da) and shark cartilage C6S (average molecular mass 50 000 Da) were purchased from Sigma. C4S (super special grade, average molecular mass 50 000 Da) was purchased from Seikagaku/Associates of Cape Cod (Falmouth, MA, U.S.A.). Oligonucleotides were purchased from Invitrogen (Carlsbad, CA, U.S.A.). The QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit was purchased from Stratagene (La Jolla, CA, U.S.A.). All other materials are from common sources or are as given below.

**Subcloning and site-directed mutagenesis of cABC I**

Genomic DNA was isolated from cultures of *P. vulgaris* (A.T.C.C. 6896) using a Qiagen DNaseasy purification kit. Subcloning procedures were as previously described [28,33]. The QuikChange site-directed mutagenesis kit was used to produce mutants of cABC I, as previously described [33]. Primer sequences for all studies are presented in Table 1. The plasmids were prepared using a miniprep kit (Qiagen, Chatsworth, CA, U.S.A.). Each clone was sequenced to confirm the presence of the desired mutation. Plasmid DNA was used to transform BL21 (DE3) *E. coli*.

**Recombinant expression and protein purification of cABC I and mutants**

Recombinant cABC I and the site-directed mutants were expressed and purified as previously described [28,33]. The purity of the enzymes was assessed by SDS/PAGE using a precast Invitrogen NuPAGE 12% (w/v) Bis/Tris gel and Simply Blue SafeStain. Protein concentration was measured using the Bio-Rad Laboratories (Hercules, CA, U.S.A.) Bradford assay kit.

**CE**

To study the activities and product profiles of the proteins on each substrate (C6S, DS and C4S), digests of 100 μg/ml substrate, 50 mM Tris/HCl, 50 mM sodium acetate (pH 8.0) with 1 μg of recombinant cABC I or the site-directed mutants were placed at 37°C for 14 h. The digests were analysed using CE as previously described [28,35].
Docking of CS and DS substrates in the active site of cABC I

The SARF2 program [36] was used to determine the CA (Ce) atoms in the cABC I and cAC structures that gave an optimal rmsd (root mean-square deviation) upon superimposition. Superposition of the 452 CA atoms identified by the SARF2 program in the cAC co-crystal structures (with C4S and DS) and the cABC I crystal structure [rmsd of 2.2 Å (1 Å = 10⁻¹⁰ m or 0.1 nm)] provided the initial location and orientation of the CS and DS substrates relative to the putative active site of cABC I. The co-ordinates of C4S (GlcA-GalNAc4S), and DS (IdoA-GalNAc4S), tetrasaccharides were identified from the two cAC co-crystal structures [30]. In the case of the DS tetrasaccharide, the C-5 proton was facing away from the putative active site residues (His-501, Tyr-508 and Arg-560). Thus this substrate was further reoriented to ensure that the C-5 proton was accessible for abstraction by the active site amino acids.

The starting structural models of the enzyme–substrate complexes were subject to energy minimization. The AMBER force field modified for carbohydrates was further modified to include O-sulphate and sulphamate groups [37,38]. This modified AMBER force field was used to assign the potentials for both the enzyme as well as the tetrasaccharide substrates. A subset of the enzyme co-ordinates around the active site groove was defined to include all of the putative active site amino acids and several additional amino acids that could potentially be involved in the catalytic activity. The enzyme–substrate complex was subject to minimization first without charges and then with charges using 500 steps of steepest descent and 500 steps of conjugate-gradient methods. Most of the protein was fixed and only the amino acids that were a part of the active site substrate were allowed to move during the minimization. The final rms derivatives of the energies were below 0.1. The ring conformation of the monosaccharides was not distorted by the minimization procedure. The Viewer and Discover modules of InsightII (Release 2000.1; Accelrys, San Diego, CA, U.S.A.) were used for the orientation of the substrate and energy minimization respectively.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

cABC I characterization

The gene for cABC I was cloned from P. vulgaris genomic DNA without its putative leader sequence. The PCR product was subcloned into pET28a and expressed in E. coli with an N-terminal His, tag. As reported in our previous study [33], there were sequence discrepancies between our clone and the reported protein sequence of the enzyme [34,39,40]. Thus it was necessary to perform site-directed mutagenesis to make our protein sequence consistent with the published sequence [34]. The catalytic activity of our cloned cABC I was previously characterized with various GalAG substrates (including C4S, C6S and DS) using a semi-high throughput procedure [33]. This procedure enabled us to obtain multiple initial velocity measurements between one substrate–enzyme pair within 1 min. Multiple runs for each enzyme–substrate pair could also be performed in a short period of time to establish a better confidence in the data generated. K_m and V_max information could be generated from these data almost immediately. The data suggest robust activity on all three substrates; however, there is a clear preference for the chondroitin substrates (Tables 2 and 3) [33]. The catalytic efficiency is about 3-fold higher for CS compared with DS.

Site-directed mutagenesis studies

Building on our preliminary biochemical characterization [33], we sought to establish unambiguously the roles of the four putative
Table 2  Kinetic analysis of cABC I and mutants with C6S as substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>$K_a$ (µM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_a$ (µM$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cABC I*</td>
<td>1.2 ± 0.6</td>
<td>37 000 ± 6500</td>
<td>31 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H501A or K or R</td>
<td>NA*</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y508A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y508F</td>
<td>36.4 ± 0.8</td>
<td>31</td>
<td>0.85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R560A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E653A or D</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E653Q</td>
<td>6.1 ± 0.4</td>
<td>1600 ± 300</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R500A</td>
<td>19.9 ± 1.0</td>
<td>410 ± 50</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are consistent with previously reported data [33].

Table 3  Kinetic analysis of cABC I and mutants with DS as substrate

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Enzyme</th>
<th>$K_a$ (µM)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}$ (min$^{-1}$)</th>
<th>$k_{cat}/K_a$ (µM$^{-1}$·min$^{-1}$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>cABC I*</td>
<td>2.5 ± 0.5</td>
<td>27 000 ± 2500</td>
<td>11 000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>H501A or K or R</td>
<td>NA*</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y508A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Y508F</td>
<td>48.9 ± 0.6</td>
<td>110 ± 40</td>
<td>2.2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R560A</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E653A or D</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
<td>NA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>E653Q</td>
<td>4.2 ± 0.5</td>
<td>5200 ± 400</td>
<td>1200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R500A</td>
<td>35.7 ± 0.5</td>
<td>160 ± 40</td>
<td>4.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Values are consistent with previously reported data [33].

catalytic amino acids His-501, Tyr-508, Arg-560 and Glu-653. Our model of the enzyme–substrate structural complex (see below) was used as a framework to systematically design additional conservative mutants. In order to evaluate the role of His-501 in cABC I’s activity (substrate binding versus direct contribution to catalysis), the histidine residue was conservatively mutated to lysine and then to an arginine residue, retaining this position’s basic character. Y508F (Tyr$_{508}$→Phe) was constructed to evaluate the importance of the hydrophobic group in positioning the substrate, compared with the hydroxy group that could potentially protonate the glycosidic bond after cleavage. Based on our enzyme–substrate structural complex, Glu-653 was proposed to be involved in a hydrogen bonding network with neighbouring His-501 and arginine. Thus two different Glu-653 mutants were designed: E653D to study the effect of side-chain length and E653Q to study the effect of acidic versus amide group on the hydrogen bonding network in the active site.

These mutants were analysed for their activity against GalAG substrates by scanning for product formation (as measured using $A_{280}$ detection) against C6S and DS (Tables 2 and 3). Mutants with detectable activities were further characterized through kinetics assays. CE studies allowed for an inspection of an end-point product profile analysis following an exhaustive 14–18 h digestion with C6S, DS or C4S as substrate. CD data on all mutants was also collected and heat-denaturing experiments performed to ensure that mutagenesis did not compromise the enzyme structure (Figure 2). All mutants displayed melting transitions of approx. 45 °C.

All His-501 mutations (H501A, H501K and H501R) showed no activity against C6S and DS substrates while scanning for product formation. Additionally, the His-501 mutants did not produce any products in CE assays, suggesting that His-501 is absolutely critical for cABC I activity. Though Y508A proved inactive against C6S and DS while scanning for product formation and was unable to degrade C6S, DS and C4S in exhaustive digestions, Y508F was able to process GalAG substrates. In an exhaustive digestion, product profile analysis revealed electrophoretograms virtually indistinguishable from those produced with recombinant cABC I. Y508F processes C6S (Figure 3) with both diminished binding ($K_m$ of 36.4 µM compared with 1.2 µM for wild-type recombinant cABC I) and markedly reduced catalytic-centre activity ($k_{cat}$ of 31 min$^{-1}$ compared with 37 000 min$^{-1}$ for recombinant cABC I). Y508F acts on DS in similar fashion (Figure 3), with a $K_m$ of 48.9 µM and a $k_{cat}$ of 110 min$^{-1}$ (compared with a $K_m$ of 2.5 µM and a $k_{cat}$ of 27 000 min$^{-1}$ for recombinant cABC I). Therefore the tyrosine to phenylalanine mutation results in an enzyme with a much higher $K_m$ and a greatly reduced $k_{cat}$, suggesting that this residue possibly plays an important role in substrate positioning and turnover. Unlike His-501, the Y508F mutant does not seem to affect a critical step in GalAG degradation since it still produces products in an end-point analysis.

The other mutants were active against both C6S and DS, though with far less processing efficiency than recombinant cABC I (Tables 2 and 3). Although the E653Q D mutant proved to be catalytically inactive against both C6S and DS in kinetics assays, on overnight digestion this mutant was able to produce products on these substrates as well as on C4S. E653Q maintained some level of activity against both C6S and DS, with a slight increase in $K_m$ for both substrates, and a greater than 20-fold reduction in $k_{cat}$ for C6S and a 5-fold reduction in $k_{cat}$ for DS (Figure 4). The results suggest that while this residue does not play a major role in substrate positioning, its major role is probably in affecting the catalytic turnover of the enzyme. Against C6S, R500A remained active, but with a 17-fold increase in $K_m$ and a 1500-fold reduction in catalytic efficiency. With DS, R500A showed similar losses, with a 14-fold increase in $K_m$ and a greater than 2000-fold decrease in catalytic efficiency. The results of the kinetic analysis of the mutants were interpreted using the modelled enzyme–substrate structural complexes to understand the roles of the amino acid in the catalytic mechanism of cABC I.

Enzyme–substrate structural complex: putative roles for active site amino acids

The structure of cABC I contains three domains, namely an N-terminal β-domain with a jellyroll fold, the catalytic α-helix domain...
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Figure 3  CE analysis of cABC I Tyr-508 mutants

Product profiles for (A) Tyr508Ala acting on C6S, (B) Tyr508Phe acting on C6S, (C) Tyr508Ala acting on DS and (D) Tyr508Phe acting on DS. Depicted below are the relevant amino acids, which illustrate the nature of the chemical groups involved and the relative protrusion of each side chain into the catalytic pocket. Abbreviations: ΔDi2S6S, ΔU2S-GalNAc6S (where ΔU2S is 2-O-sulphated uronic acid with a Δ4,5 unsaturated bond); ΔDi4S, ΔU-GalNAc4S (where ΔU is uronic acid with a Δ4,5 unsaturated bond and GalNAc4S is 4-O-sulphated N-acetylgalactosamine); ΔDi6S, ΔU-GalNAc6S (where GalNAc6S is 6-O-sulphated N-acetylgalactosamine); mAU, milli-absorbance units; Tetra, tetrasaccharide.
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Product profiles for (A) Tyr508Ala acting on C6S, (B) Tyr508Phe acting on C6S, (C) Tyr508Ala acting on DS and (D) Tyr508Phe acting on DS. Depicted below are the relevant amino acids, which illustrate the nature of the chemical groups involved and the relative protrusion of each side chain into the catalytic pocket. Abbreviations: ΔDi2S6S, ΔU2S-GalNAc6S (where ΔU2S is 2-O-sulphated uronic acid with a Δ4,5 unsaturated bond); ΔDi4S, ΔU-GalNAc4S (where ΔU is uronic acid with a Δ4,5 unsaturated bond and GalNAc4S is 4-O-sulphated N-acetylgalactosamine); ΔDi6S, ΔU-GalNAc6S (where GalNAc6S is 6-O-sulphated N-acetylgalactosamine); mAU, milli-absorbance units; Tetra, tetrasaccharide.

[Incomplete toroid (α/α)_{5-fold} and a C-terminal antiparallel β-sheet domain. The structural fold of cABC I, comprising the catalytic α-helix domain and the C-terminal β-sheet domain, is very similar to that of cAC and bacterial HALs (hyaluronate lyases) [41]. To obtain a clearer picture of the active site and positioning of the substrate within cABC I, its structure was superimposed on the enzyme–substrate co-crystal structures of the structurally related cAC [30] and HAL [41]. This superimposition aligned most of the C-terminal β-sheet domains. However, the α-helix domain did not align very well, since the cleft formed by the N- and C-terminal regions of this domain was more open in cABC I when compared with the closed grooves found in cAC and HAL. Consistent with the earlier structural alignment [34], the four structurally conserved amino acids His-501, Tyr-508, Arg-560 and Glu-653 appear to be involved in the catalytic activity of cABC I.

The superimposition of the cAC co-crystal structures with their CS and DS substrates [30,42] and cABC I provided a guiding framework for modelling the cABC I–substrate structural complexes. Using the information from the co-crystal structures as a starting point, the representative low-energy enzyme–substrate complexes were obtained by systematic energy minimization methods where the active site amino acids and the substrates were allowed to move freely. First, unfavourable steric contacts were removed by an initial energy minimization to obtain good starting structures for the enzyme–substrate complexes. These structures were further subjected to total energy minimization to obtain local minimum energy structural complexes.

In the case of cABC I, the active site groove is more open, and there are no tryptophan residues to provide the necessary constraints on the orientation by means of ring-stacking interactions. These differences in the topology of the active sites of cAC and cABC I could perhaps account for the broader substrate specificity of cABC I (Figure 5). These differences are outlined in further detail in the following sections, which discuss the
interactions of the active site amino acids of cABC I with C4S and DS substrates.

**Interactions with C4S substrate**

The position and orientation of C4S relative to the active site of cABC I was obtained using the cAC co-crystal structure with the C4S substrate as a starting point (Figure 6). From the proximity of the amino acids towards the C-5 proton of GlcA in the +1 subsite, His-501 is positioned more favourably to abstract this proton compared with Tyr-508. The close proximity between the glycosidic oxygen of the −1, +1 glycosidic bond and Tyr-508 suggests that it is more liable to play a role in protonating the leaving group. Arg-560 is also proximal to the glycosidic oxygen of the scissile bond and its equivalent cAC Arg-288 has been implicated to play a role in protonation of the leaving group [30]. However, the R288A mutant in cAC did not completely abolish its activity [30]. Glu-653 does not seem to be involved directly in catalysis, but it is at a hydrogen bonding distance with His-501 and Arg-560 and thus probably plays a critical role in positioning these residues for catalysis. The hydrogen bonding interaction of the analogous cAC Glu-371 with the corresponding histidine and
arginine residues has been observed in cAC and a similar role for Glu-371 has been proposed [30]. Another important step in the \( \beta \)-eliminative cleavage of lyases is the neutralization of the charge on the carboxy group of the uronic acid to facilitate the abstraction of the proton. Based on our structural complex, Arg-500 is positioned to interact with the carboxylate group of the uronic acid at the +1 subsite. This role for Arg-500 has also been implicated in the earlier cABC I crystal structure study [34]. The stabilization of the carbanion intermediate could be achieved by potential interactions of either the protonated base His-501 or Arg-500 or Arg-560, since all of these groups are positioned to interact with the C-5 carbanion on the uronic acid formed after abstraction of the \( \alpha \)-proton.

Interactions with DS substrate

The initial positioning of the DS substrate based on its relative orientation in the cAC active site was such that the C-5 proton of the IdoA in the +1 subsite was facing away from the putative catalytic amino acids. In the cAC active site, the DS substrate is locked in this orientation due to the structural constraints imposed by the more closed active site groove and the two tryptophan amino acids. These observations are consistent with the inability of cAC to cleave DS. Rather, it has been observed that DS binds to the active site of cAC and inhibits its activity towards chondroitin substrates [30].

The chemical differences between IdoA in DS and GlcA in C4S provide further insights into differences in the positioning of these substrates within the active site. Whereas in GlcA the C-5 proton and the glycosidic oxygen of the cleavable bond are in the \textit{cis}-orientation, in IdoA these two atoms are in the \textit{trans}-orientation. Since the active site amino acids involved in the proton abstraction (from C-5 of uronic acid) and donation (to the glycosidic oxygen of the cleaved bond) are on the same face of the active site groove, the DS substrate would need to reorient in order for these amino acids to cleave it. Thus there are salient differences between the
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**Figure 5  Structural comparison of cAC and cABC I**

Grasp rendering of (A) cAC (pink) and (B) cABC I (blue) structural complexes with DS. Note that the active site groove of cAC is more closed compared with that of cABC I. This narrower groove and the presence of Trp-127 and Trp-427 (both orange) in cAC locks the dermatan substrate in an orientation that allows binding to the active site but does not allow cleavage. On the other hand, the wider active site of cABC I provides room for the dermatan substrate to reorient during catalysis.
mechanism governing DS cleavage and the mechanism cABC I employs for C4S degradation.

Based on our model of the cABC I–DS structural complex, His-501 is still the best candidate to serve as the general base that abstracts the C-5 proton from the IdoA in the +1 subsite (Figure 7). The positioning of the C-5 proton such that it would be abstracted by His-501 results in the carboxylate group of the IdoA being proximal to Arg-560. Thus Arg-560 could potentially play a role in neutralizing the charge on this group to make the C-5 proton more labile (Figure 7). It is possible that the dermatan substrate reorients itself after proton abstraction for the lone pair of glycosidic oxygen to face the active site Tyr-508 or Arg-560. The fact that Arg-560 and Arg-500 are on the opposite sides of the substrate provide further flexibility for interaction with substrate during the proton abstraction and donation processes (Figure 7).

Implications for the mode of action of cABC I

The results from the site-directed mutagenesis of the active site amino acids are consistent with the interactions observed in the theoretical enzyme–substrate structural complexes. Coupled analysis of both the kinetics experiments and the investigations of
Product profiles by CE strongly support the notion that His-501 is absolutely critical for the activity of cABC I on C6S, DS and C4S. From this we suggest that His-501 plays a central role in catalysis, the abstraction of the C-5 proton from the uronic acid moiety. The proximity of Tyr-508 to the C-5 proton and the glycosidic oxygen in the cABC I–chondroitin structural complex suggested its potential role in protonating the leaving group. However, the Y508F mutant did produce products against both C6S and DS in the overnight digestion. This mutant retains the hydrophobic group of tyrosine but abolishes the proton donating hydroxy group. Thus the role of Tyr-508 in protonation is less conclusive and it can potentially be compensated by water molecules in the active site, albeit at reduced catalytic efficiency consistent with the kinetics data. This also suggests that the aromatic ring of Tyr-508 is likely to play a role in the positioning of the substrate.

The role of Glu-653 in forming the hydrogen bonding network with His-501 and Arg-560 is confirmed by the kinetic data and overnight product formation of E653D and E653Q mutants. Indeed, the relatively unchanged $K_m$ between cABC I and E653Q for both C6S (Table 2) and DS (Table 3) suggests that this residue is not important for directly binding the substrate. Furthermore, the diminished protrusion of the aspartic acid hydrogen bonding side chain as compared with the glutamic acid and glutamine side chains is consistent with the relative order of activities (Figure 4). The proximity of Arg-560 to the C-5 atom and the glycosidic oxygen suggests that it may play a role in proton donation and/or stabilization of the carbanion intermediate following proton abstraction. It is more likely to play the latter role since proton donation can be compensated via neighbouring water molecules, and further, the Tyr-508 is better positioned to protonate the leaving group based on our model. Arg-560 could potentially play an additional role in neutralizing the carboxylate of the IdoA in DS based on its proximity to this group in the modelled cABC I–dermatan structural complex. Our structural model of the cABC I–CS complex and the earlier crystal structure studies [30,34]...
suggest that Arg-500 is likely to neutralize the charge on the carboxylate group of GlcA in CS. However, the R500A mutant does not conclusively justify this role since this mutant retains its activity towards chondroitin and dermatan substrates.

In addition to the catalytic amino acids already described, the cABC I active site contains several other basic residues. While some of these have structural analogues in the cAC and HAL co-cystal structures, there are many others that are unique to cABC I. The highly basic nature of the active site could potentially be involved in accommodating a wide variety of substrates including C4S, C6S, DS and HA, which have different charge distributions due to their differences in sulphation pattern. His-561 and Asn-564 are positioned to interact with the 4-O-sulphate group of the GalNAc4S at the C1 subsite (present in both C4S and DS). Furthermore, several additional basic amino acids, including His-388, Arg-395, Arg-105 and Lys-312 are located on the upper side of the active site cleft towards the N-terminal β-sheet domain (Figure 5). These basic amino acids could play a potential role in governing the specificity of cABC I towards different substrates.

The catalytic machinery of cABC I

The present study provides a first step towards identifying and defining the roles of the active site amino acids in substrate recognition, positioning and processing functions of cABC I. cABC I, like other GalAG lyases, cleaves its substrate at the glycosidic linkage between the hexosamine and uronic acid via a β-elimination mechanism. The fundamental steps involved in this mechanism are proton acceptance and donation [43]: (i) the abstraction of the C-5 proton on the uronic acid moiety, causing the formation of a double bond between C-4 and C-5, (ii) the stabilization of the carbaniion intermediate, and (iii) the protonation of the anomeric oxygen, breaking the glycosidic bond. By coupling kinetic analysis of site-directed mutants of the active site amino acids with the construction of theoretical enzyme–substrate structural complexes to interpret the effects of the mutants, the detailed roles of the four active site amino acids have been outlined.

His-501 is an absolutely critical residue, as its mutants (Ala, Lys and Arg) proved null against all GalAG substrates. This residue is probably involved in proton abstraction from the uronic acid moiety of the GalAG. Although our initial studies with Y508A proved consistent with its acting as a general base, our Y508F mutant eliminated the likelihood of this function. Y508F generated products on overnight digestion with all GalAG substrates, making it unlikely that this residue modulates such a central role in catalysis. Our results suggest that Tyr-508 plays a role in the positioning of substrate via hydrogen bonding with the glycosidic bond of the GalAG. Similarly, the role of Glu-653 with other catalytic residues via hydrogen bonding is confirmed by our mutagenesis studies. Arg-560 seems to play an important part in cABC I’s activity, possibly in stabilizing the enolate intermediate through its positive charge. It also may act as the general acid in the reaction.

We also performed mutagenesis on Arg-500, since it was previously suggested that Arg-500 would be able to interact with the carboxylate group of either of the epimers of uronic acid, thus enabling cABC I’s most remarkable ability to process both CS and DS [34]. Through its side chain flexibility, Arg-500’s guanidinium group was thought to aid in charge neutralization of either of the uronic acid configurations. However, our results indicate that Arg-500 is not crucial for the processing of GalAG substrates, since the R500A mutant did generate products in both product profile studies and kinetics assays. It may be that a number of residues are important in this charge neutralization process.

Based on the enzyme–substrate structural complexes, we obtained insights into the differences in processing of CS and DS by cABC I. Our structural models suggest that the catalytic residues in cABC I are positioned to cleave chondroitin substrates more favourably than dermatan substrates. This is consistent with the kinetics of the wild-type enzyme, which shows increased catalytic efficiency towards chondroitin versus dermatan substrates. The enzyme–substrate structural models also revealed several other amino acids in the active site that are likely to play a role in substrate positioning and specificity. We are currently studying the roles of these amino acids in the substrate specificity and processing of cABC I. In summary, engineering cABC enzymes via site-directed mutagenesis would provide a repertoire of mutants with fine-tuned substrate specificities. These mutants not only facilitate the structural characterization of GalAGs, but they can also be directly utilized in physiological scenarios such as nerve regeneration after spinal cord injury, thus expanding the scope of treatment strategies.
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